In this paper, we consider the supercritical complex Ginzburg-Landau equation. We discuss the existence of suitable weak solution in ⍀, where ⍀ is a bounded domain in R n or the whole space. We also discuss the properties of the set of the singular points of the suitable weak solution in R n , which means that the possible singular points are located in a bounded ball for any given time and there is no singular point on the whole space after limited time.
I. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
In this paper we consider the following supercritical complex Ginzburg-Landau ͑CGL͒ equations: u t ϭ͑1ϩi ͒⌬uϪ͑ 1ϩi ͉͒u͉ 2 uϩRu in ⍀ϫ͓0,T ͒, u͑x,0͒ϭu 0 ͑ x ͒, x⍀, ͑1͒
u͑x,t ͒ϭ0, x‫ץ‬⍀, 0ϽtϽT, where u(x,t) is a complex-valued field, the initial data u 0 L 2 , RϾ0, ,R and 2/nϽϽ(n ϩ4)/2n , ⍀ is a bounded domain in R n or the whole space. When ⍀ϭR n , the third line of ͑1͒ should be replaced by u(x,t)→0 as ͉x͉→ϱ for 0ϽtϽT. This equation, most often considered with a cubic nonlinearity and nϭ3, has a long history in physics as a generic amplitude equation near the onset of instabilities in fluid mechanical systems, as well as in the theory of phase transitions and superconductivity. In this paper, we concentrate on mathematical questions related to the regularity of weak solutions. In the case ϭ1, solutions of ͑1͒ have similar scaling properties as solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. It might be a good model problem in connection with regularity questions regarding the Navier-Stokes equations.
For Eq. ͑1͒ in the periodic case, the existence of weak solutions in all cases was obtained in Ref. 1 
We have the following existence result.
Then there exists a weak solution u of (1) on D satisfying
and if C ϱ (D ), у0, and ϭ0 near ‫ץ‬⍀ϫ(0,T), then for 0ϽtϽT,
͑6͒
By the motivation of Ref. 4 , we consider the property of the set of singular points of the suitable weak solution with more assumptions on the initial data. We consider ͑2͒ for simplicity and have the following theorem. Theorem 1.2: Suppose u 0 L 2 (R n ), and
Then there exists a weak solution of the initial value problem of (2) The following interpolation inequality is useful in our following proofs.
where aϭ (n/4) (qϪ2), 2рqр 2n/(nϪ2) , C independent of r.
Moreover, if u has mean zero on B r or if B r is replaced by all of R n , then the second term on the right-hand side in (8) may be omitted.
In the remainder of this paper we prove these two theorems, respectively.
II. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 1.1
We begin with some lemmas concerning the relevant linear systems. 
in the sense of distributions on (0,T), and uC(͓0,T͔;L 2 ) after modification on a set of measure zero. Solution of (9) 
Proof: Suppose for the moment that also vanishes near tϭ0; choose ⍀ 1 so that ⍀ 1 ʚ⍀ and supp ʚ⍀ 1 ϫ(0,T 
We pass to the limit as m→ϱ and obtain
On the other hand,
So we have
͑15͒
For the general C ϱ (D ), у0, by the argument in Ref. 4 , we obtain ͑12͒. Utilize the ''retard mollifier'' ⌿ ␦ (u) as in Ref. 4 
where C denotes an universal constant.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.1. For any large integer N, let ␦ϭT/N, and solve
By induction, due to Lemma 2.2, such u N exist on each (m␦,(mϩ1)␦), 0рmрNϪ1. By ͑10͒, we have
By the Grownwall inequality, for t(0,T),
where sϾn/2 for some 1ϽpϽϱ. By ͑18͒ and ͑21͒, it is sufficient to check that 
When ⍀ϭR n , we can only obtain that there exists a subsequence, still denoted by ͕u N ͖, and u*
and then u N →u* strongly in L q (0,T;L loc q ) for 2рqϽ͓2(nϩ2)͔/n, which is enough to get our results. By ͑21͒,
By the definition of ⌿ ␦ , for some rϽ(nϩ2)/n,
and
So u* is the solution of ͑18͒ in the sense of distributions. From now on, the proof is similar to that in Ref. 4 .
III. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 1.2
In this section, we consider the initial value problem of ͑2͒ for simplicity. Let ⍀ϭR n and u be a suitable weak solution of ͑2͒ on R n ϫ(0,ϱ) with initial data u 0 L 2 , and for C 0 ϱ (R n ϫR) with у0,
͑29͒
Here we need a corollary in Ref. 
and the corresponding generalized energy inequality
holds for any real-valued C ϱ (D) with у0 and (t)C 0 ϱ (R n ) for each t͓0,T͔. To prove Theorem 1.2, we need the following lemmas. Lemma 3.1: There exists an absolute constant C such that if tуCE 2/(nϪ2) , then u is regular at (x,t).
Proof: By Lemma 1.1, 
For nϭ3, the proof of the lemma has been given in Ref. 4 ; for the general case, the proof is similar.
Lemma 3.3: Let u be a suitable weak solution of (2) with (29) holds and GϽϱ. Then for a.e. tϾ0,
where A(t)ϭGϩCt Therefore, Theorem 1.2 holds with K 1 ϭC max(K 0 ,E 2/nϪ2(nϩ1Ϫ 2/) ).
